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I am a female Brazilian multi-disciplinary artist working mainly with ceramics, drawings and video. My 
research is based on establishing relationships between disciplines, materials and scales to question, 
reveal or justapose the relationship between nature and culture from distinct aspects.

I hold a Bachelor's Degree in Architecture and Urbanism from Mackenzie University, São Paulo, Brazil, 
and from Buenos Aires University, Argentina. In 2017 I was an artist in residency at EKWC - European 
Ceramic Workcentre in the Netherlands and at Labverde, Manaus, Brazil in 2018.
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Nathalia Favaro I Isto não é uma floresta, 2021, 30 desenhos em nanquim e letterpress sobre papel algodão, 260x100x2cm
(This Is Not A Forest, 2021, 30 ink and letterpress drawings on cotton paper, 260x100x2cm)



Nathalia Favaro I Isto não é uma floresta, 2021, 30 desenhos em nanquim e letterpress sobre papel algodão, 260x100x2cm
(This Is Not A Forest, 2021, 30 ink and letterpress drawings on cotton paper, 260x100x2cm)

The work “This is not a forest (2021)” points out the “forest 
fragments” of the Brazilian Amazon Rainforest to discuss a 
political, ecological and historical situation of the forest, in 
addition to the proportion and emptiness in the territory.

A “forest fragment” is an Ecology term to indicates an area 
of   natural vegetation interrupted by human or natural barri-
ers. In this case, deforestation and road construction. Using 
the Google Earth online platform, I virtually walk along the 
main highways in the forest (BR-319 and BR-230) in search 
of this fragmented forest.

In a second moment, I start to archive them online, looking 
for different shapes, isolated areas and understanding how 
this extractivist territory is configured. From these areas, I 
create drawings in India ink, so that I can place them side 
by side, all together. Each one has its geographical loca-
tion printed in letterpress, as in the image below.



Nathalia Favaro I Você poderia por favor não me encarar dessa forma, 2021, água forte e ponta seca em papel de algodão, 60x60cm cada
(Would Ya Please Not Stare At Me Like That, 2021, etching, 60x60 each)



The work of the “Would Ya Please Not Stare At Me Like That” explores an-
other thematic layer within the subject of deforestation and the forest. The 
timber industry, when extracting a tree from the forest, makes longitudinal 
cuts in its trunk to transform them into logs for commercialization. The best 
use of these areas is made from orthogonal drawings that vary according to 
the type of tree and the purpose of that wood. As opposed to the raw ma-
terial itself - the tree’s trunk and growth rings, which vary with the seasons 
and carry the history of each tree - these cuts are straight. The purpose of 
this work was to superimpose these drawings - the organic of the trunk and 
the rational of the cuts - to highlight this extractive relationship.

Nathalia Favaro I Você poderia por favor não me encarar dessa forma, 2021, água forte e ponta seca em papel de algodão, 60x60cm cada
(Would Ya Please Not Stare At Me Like That, 2021, etching, 60x60 each)



Nathalia Favaro I Uso do solo - série #01, 2018, monotipia, 1880 x 90 cm
(Land Use - series #01, 2018, monotype, 1880x90 cm)



Nathalia Favaro I Efeito de borda, 2019, 45 peças em cerâmica, barra de ferro e cabo de aço, 160x40x10cm
(Edge Effect, 2019, 45 Ceramic Pieces, Iron Cable and Bar, 160x40x10cm)



In the context of a forest, “forest fragments” are 
areas of dense forest that remain intact in the midle of 
a plantation, a pasture or a deforested area in the sur-
roundings. The fragments appears either in cultivated 
and wild forests. 

The trees at the edges of these fragments are exposed 
to different weather condition, parasites and other 
biological and chemical factors, becoming less healthy 
and dying slowly. In ecology, this process is called the 
“edge effect”. 

Based on these drawings generated in the territory and 
taking Google Earth as a research and mapping tool, 
the work looks at the remains of parts, the parts of a 
whole and fragments.

Nathalia Favaro I Efeito de borda, 2019, 45 peças em cerâmica, barra de ferro e cabo de aço, 160x40x10cm
(Edge Effect, 2019, 45 Ceramic Pieces, Iron Cable and Bar, 160x40x10cm)



Nathalia Favaro I Intervalo, 2019, video, 4”20”
(Intervalo, 2019, Video, 4”20”)



Nathalia Favaro I Intervalo, 2019, video, 4”20”
(Intervalo, 2019, Video, 4”20”)

This work was made during the Labverde artist-in-residency, in Amazon rainforest, Brazil. While 
walking through the Adolfo Ducke Reserve, I search for the morning light. As the forest is very 
dense, we hardly notice the entrance of light, although they are extremilly benefical to the fertil-
ity of the soil. These small rays of sunlight are known as “sunflackes” and arise from the empty 
spaces between the trees, leaves, and treetops. They are very important for the maintance of 
the forest understory plants. With a blank sheet of paper in my hands, I try to perceive these 
nuances of light and the drawings that naturally arrise on paper.

https://vimeo.com/361554731

Password: Amazonia



Nathalia Favaro I sem título, 2018, grafite sobre papel, 59,4x42cm cada
(Untitled, 2018, graphite on paper, 59,4x42cm each
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Nathalia Favaro I sem título, 2017, porcelana esmalte bronze, 100 peças de 3x80 cm cada 
(Untitled, 2017, Porcelain and Bronze Glaze, 100 Pieces of 3x80 cm Each)

In this work I collected natural branches 
from a forest in Holland during my resin-
dency at EKWC, 2017. I took plaster 
mold from them and worked with slip 
casting in porcelain. Hanging from the 
ceiling for this installation, they became 
universal.



Nathalia Favaro I sem título, 2017, porcelana esmalte bronze, 100 peças, 3x80 cm cada 
(Untitled, 2017, Porcelain and Bronze Glaze, 100 Pieces, 3x80 cm Each)



Nathalia Favaro I Cycles II ou como desenhar o vazio, 2017, cerâmica, 120cm
(Cycles II or How to Draw the Void, 2017, Ceramics, 120cm)



Nathalia Favaro I Cycles II ou como desenhar o vazio, 2017, cerâmica, 120cm
(Cycles II or How to Draw the Void, 2017, Ceramics, 120cm)



Nathalia Favaro I Fluxproject, 2019 - em andamento, projeção do filme Flux + workshop
(Fluxproject, 2019 - Ongoing, Film Screening Of Film Flux+ Workshop)

FLUX PROJECT

The flux-project is an artistic collaboration by Nathalia Favaro and Miki Yui.
We organise events combining the screening of the film FLUX with lecture, talk or work-
shops by local experts on issues related to ecology and sustainability. Such events aim 
to offer inspiration and practical knowledge as well as examples of different approaches 
towards climate change. Regarding climate change, deforestation, local communities, 
Amazon Rainforest, food production and consumption, the film project is an open pro-
posal to audience, inviting for further discussion. The sensitive and creative approach 
towards these issues makes the climate change tangible. It supports audience to feel, 
think and take action in their own way.
The goal is to raise awareness and bring people together to learn how to deal with our 
life on earth, to share ideas and encourage individuals to find their way to create a more 
sustainable society. The action of individuals lead in the sum to a greater result towards 
transformation of the global society. Such approach makes difference in the longer 
term, achieving long lasting commitment which is essential for the ecological issue.

The website is an ongoing archive of the events and collaborations.

www.flux-project.net

FLUX FILM

The short film (25min) is a poetic essay, tracing the journey of Nathalia 
through the Brazilian Amazon rainforest and her meetings with protagonists 
from the forest and the river. Images of the forest and the river in their infinite 
dimension, stories of people who live in mutual exchange with their environ-
ment, the film reflects both micro and macro view on the life within the forest, 
showing the intertwined ecosystem we are part of. All the stories circulate 
around the flow of energy: the cycle of carbon and water. These elements are 
not only the primary source of life but also regulate the condition of the planet. 
The environment is a synthesis of all factors including humans. The film ques-
tions our fragmented view of the planet, proposing more holistic approach 
and invites of life on this planet in its entity and invites the audience to learn 
about life in its true form: in flux.

https://vimeo.com/388830641
Password: Amazonia
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